Hello

In light of the ward councillors lying to residents, installing and introducing things here which aren't needed or have been put in the wrong place, at a cost to the tax payer and their deliberate refusal to communicate with residents who disagree with them, I very much welcome your review.

For me and I suspect a significant number of residents in the St Ambrose Ward I would welcome a cut from two to 1 but that is an opinion based on the two inept individuals who, much as it pains me to say as a member of the same party as them, have been elected to represent it now but as they are as much use as the Tories they replaced I have to also say it is the candidate and their ability, how the fulfil their roles that needs to be reviewed more than actual numbers.

You only have to look at successful wards, whose councillors don't just actually fulfil their duties but also bring ideas and improvements to their areas, see crime reduced, facilities improved etc. to know that good 'bodies' in place matters and the appropriate amount of them is beneficial to the community.

If possible please do review ability not just numbers because if St Ambrose, for example, was reduced to one councillor but that one councillor was still one of the same inept individuals we have in place now the reduction while good for finances would fail to deal with the actual problem most wards have.

Thank you

Andy Farrell